
Dear Parents,
as children get older, their mobility and urge to explore grows and with it the dangers and risks. Everyday situations such as hot plates, 
stairs or an unlocked medicine cabinet can have tragic consequences. In order for the little ones to be able to explore their environment 
independently, they need a safe environment. 

Practical solutions and further tips can be found at www.reer.de/en

Make the world childproof with us!

0-6 months
In the first weeks of life, babies are mainly asleep. Their movements are initially uncoordinated and reflexive.

Accident black spots: 
• Falls (e.g. from the changing table)
• Suffocation (e.g. by bed covers or small parts that can be swallowed)
• Transport accidents (e.g. falls from baby car seat)

Accident black spots: 
• Falls
• Accidents caused by baby walkers
• Choking due to small parts that can be swallowed

6-12 months
Children become more and more mobile, feel objects and put them in their mouths. In addition, they make their first attempts to move 
around by sealing and crawling.

Accident black spots:
• Burn / scald
• Impact injuries / falls
• Electrical accidents
• Poisonings

12-24 months
This age phase is mainly determined by curiosity and the urge to explore. Toddlers begin to be able to pull themselves up to stand on 
furniture and walk on their own.

Discover all relevant dangers in our virtual safety hous                       360.reer.de/en

 

 

 

every

20 seconds
a child has an accident

almost

70 per cent
of all accidents happen at home

over

60 per cent
of all accidents are preventable

Safety is a question of age



Check your
home using

our
checklist for the
most important
danger spots.Seeing dangers,

understand,
prevent.

Children‘s room

 Ensure a fall-proof changing table

 With the help of a radiant warmer, a pleasant 

   temperature is created during wrapping

 Safe sleep thanks to a bed rail

 Do not use pillows and blankets in the cot,

   sleeping bags are best

 Fixing the piece of furniture to the wall (anti-tipper)

 Pay attention to age-appropriate toys

  Night lights provide orientation & have a calming effect

Bathroom

 Never leave children unattended in the bath

 Make sure the water temperature is correct (max. 37°)

 Making the bathtub non-slip

 Well-equip first aid pharmacy

 Lock medicines and cleaning products in the cupboard

 Toilet lids should always be closed

 Keep razor blades and electrical appliances out of the 

   reach of children

Living- / Dining room
 

 Remove tablecloths 
 Secure flat screens from tipping over

 Never leave alcohol and cigarettes open

 Always put away matches and lighters

 Make carpets non-slip or remove them

 Avoid exposed cables

 Dispose of poisonous houseplants

 Cover the potting soil with flower pot lattice

Kitchen

 Shield hot plates and hot pots with cooker guard shield

 Put hot drinks and food on high

 Secure oven door and oven window

 Keep fire blanket near the cooker

 Stow sharp knives and scissors inaccessible

 Locking the refrigerator and freezer compartment

 Always put away electrical appliances after use

 Rubbish bin should not be accessible for children

General
 

 Always close chemicals such as cleaning agents

 Corners and edges provided with protection

 Attach socket protector

 Hemming in dangerous areas, such as the chimney

 Secure windows and balcony doors against opening

   by children

 Fit smoke detectors in living rooms and bedrooms

 Watch out for tripping hazards

 Never leave pets (dog/cat) alone with the child

 Locking the flap of the washing machine and dryer

 Keep small parts that can be swallowed out of the 

   reach of children

 Protect children‘s fingers with finger pinch strap or 

   door stop

 Making stair treads non-slip

 Secure the entrance and exit to the stairs by fitting 

   a Secure staircase grille

 Keep bags and pouches out of reach of children

 Always have emergency numbers to hand

 Protect glass surfaces from breakage with a 

   protective film

Checklist for a childproof home
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